
Investment Commentary
Lessons from the Great Financial Crisis

This quarter’s Commentary features excerpts from research published by Vanguard titled ‘Fallout 
from the Global Financial Crisis Continues, a Decade On’. It highlights important lessons for long-
term investors.

Ten years ago this month, Lehman Brothers, the fourth-largest U.S. investment bank, 
filed for bankruptcy protection. It was a seminal event in what has come to be known 
as the global financial crisis (GFC). Even a decade on, the massive damage it inflicted 
across the world continues to shape both the global economy and investor behavior.

Just how bad was it?  The epicenter of the crisis was a wave of U.S. subprime mort-
gage failures that hit the housing and financial sectors and then spilled over into the 
broader economy and far beyond the United States. It created a synchronized global 
recession. For a number of countries, including Greece, Italy, and Spain, recovery from 
this recession to pre-crisis GDP levels has taken even longer than it had from the Great 
Depression. Other countries still aren’t there yet.  Although numbers alone can’t cap-
ture the full impact of what happened, below are some indicators for the United States 
that at least give a sense of the scale of the crisis.  
•     From 2008 thru the first half of 2009:  GDP (gross domestic product) shrank by 4.7%
•     Between 2008 & 2009:  8 million plus jobs disappeared
•     From 2007 thru the 1st Qtr. of 2009:  $17 trillion in household net worth evaporated
•     8 million plus home foreclosures is an estimate of what the final number may be 

since the crisis
•     Home prices plummeted 32% on avg. from the peak in 2006 to the bottom in 2009
•     Retirement account assets fell by $2.8 trillion from Sept. 2007 through Dec. 2008; 

about 1/3 of their value at the time
Sources: Vanguard, Financial Crisis Inquiry Report: Final Report of the National Commission on the Causes of the Financial 
and Economic Crisis in the United States, and The 2007–2009 Financial Crisis: An Erosion of Ethics: A Case Study in Journal of 
Business Ethics, December 2017, Volume 146, Issue 4, 805–830.

Some healing from the GFC and some enduring scars:  “Obviously, we’re in a much 
better place right now than we were a decade ago,” said Roger Aliaga-Díaz, Vanguard 
chief economist for the Americas. “The global economy has been expanding—the 
U.S. is in its ninth year of expansion, which is the second-longest on record, and most 
developed economies are at or near full employment. And inflation remains modest 
despite unprecedented monetary stimulus.”  “But on the other hand,” he noted, “the 
GFC set in motion or accelerated some deep shifts in the global economy that leave us 
still short of ‘pre-crisis normal,’ according to some key metrics. I’d point specifically to 
stagnating wages, slower global growth, less international trade, and persistently low 
interest rates as prime examples of that.”

Yet the financial markets have been surprisingly robust:  “The contrast between the 
economy and the markets couldn’t be starker,” observed Vanguard Chief Investment 
Officer Greg Davis. “While most economic variables showed subpar performance, 
stocks have delivered solid returns.”  The U.S. market has delivered an outstanding 
annualized average return of 19% since March 2009 (the crisis-era low) following 
a meltdown of -47% in the six months prior to that. Those returns put the average 
annual return for the full ten-year period at 11%, or slightly better than the comparable 
return of 9% for two decades prior to the crisis.  The performance of bonds was also 
decent given the low-interest-rate environment - the average annual return for U.S. 
bonds was 3.5% for the decade. Given the demand for safe assets, neither the extend-
ed period of economic expansion nor the unprecedented quantitative easing across 
much of the developed world has lifted rates very high.
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 3rd        Annual
 QTR 1 YR 3 YR 10 YR
Index                               Returns (As of 09/30/18)

S&P 500  7.7% 17.9% 17.3% 12.0%
Russell 2000 3.6% 15.2% 17.1% 11.1%
MSCI AC World xUS 0.7% 1.8% 10.0% 5.2%
REITs 0.7% 4.7% 8.9% 7.5%
Barcap Agg. Bond 0.0% -1.2% 1.3% 3.8%
90 Day T-Bills 0.5% 1.7% 0.9% 0.3%

The tug of war between politics and 
fundamentals continued in the third 
quarter. U.S. equities continued to 
perform well, harnessing momentum 
from strong U.S. growth and profits, but 
in a reversal from last quarter, U.S. large 
caps led with a return of 7.7%, versus 
3.6% for small caps. Although domes-
tically oriented small cap stocks may 
have benefited from trade tensions in 
the second quarter, large cap stocks are 
still enjoying boosts from the tax cuts. 
Emerging markets equity struggled to 
a lesser degree than in the second quar-
ter, but still declined as shocks in Turkey 
and Argentina were met with rate hikes, 
which echoed across other emerging 
markets in response to weakening 
currencies against the U.S. dollar.

Turning to fixed income, the Federal 
Reserve raised the federal funds rate 
for the third time this year, prolonging 
a challenging environment for bonds. 
U.S. core fixed income was flat, and the 
U.S. 10-year Treasury yield rose 20 basis 
points over the course of the quarter. 
Global high yield, however, was more 
resilient, returning 2.0%. Commodities 
were the laggard of the pack, returning 
-2.0%.

Looking to the remainder of 2018, 
trade tensions and political risks could 
prevail, causing higher volatility and in-
creasing the importance of a balanced 
and diversified approach to investing.

(J.P. Morgan Asset Management: Weekly Market 
Recap, October 1, 2018)
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any spe-
cific investment, investment strategy, or product made reference to in this commentary, will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio. Due to 
various factors, including changing market conditions, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this 
commentary serves as investment advice from New England Guild Wealth Advisors, Inc. To the extent that you have any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to your individual 
situation, you are encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of your choosing.

OUR FIRM CONTINUES TO GROW BY REFERRALS FROM OUR CLIENTS.  THANK YOU FOR RECOMMENDING US.
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Lessons for investors:   There’s no better illustration of the importance of staying the course through good markets and bad than the 
U.S. equity market’s impressive turnaround since the GFC. Investors with a broadly diversified portfolio of 50% stocks and 50% bonds 
who didn’t hit the panic button saw an average annual return of 7% from the pre-crisis market peak in 2007 through June of this year.

Notes: Stocks are represented by the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index. Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index. The 50% stock/50% bond portfolio was rebal-
anced monthly. Data are provided by FactSet and cover the period from October 9, 2007, through June 29, 2018. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. The performance of an index 
is not an exact representation of any particular investment, as you cannot invest directly in an index.    Sources: Vanguard calculations using data provided by FactSet, as of June 29, 2018.

As would be expected, more risk-tolerant investors with larger portions of their portfolios in stocks would have done better. It’s worth 
noting, however, that a 100% stock portfolio would have been under water for the first four years after the market peaked in 2007.  
Maybe the GFC’s most enduring effect on investor behavior is greater fear of loss. Millennials who started investing with Vanguard after 
the GFC were twice as likely to hold zero-stock portfolios as those who started investing before it occurred. For them, market risk seems 
to be more salient than potential return. “Bond returns are likely to remain modest and U.S. equities also face some headwinds due to 
high valuation levels,” said Davis, “which translate into subdued return expectations for the next decade. For all the contrast between 
the performance of the economy and market returns over the past ten years, we may be heading into a period of lower portfolio 
returns over the next ten years. A global balanced portfolio may return between 3% and 5% after accounting for inflation, compared 
with a historical return of around 7%.”  One of Vanguard’s main goals in providing forecasts about capital markets is to arm investors 
with realistic expectations about portfolio returns so they can calibrate an appropriate level of savings in order to ensure they reach 
their investment goals.

Timeless advice:  The global economy is in a very different place a decade after the GFC and some investors remain risk-shy (especially 
those who didn’t participate in the great stock bull market that ran from 1982 through 2000). But Davis said Vanguard’s investment 
approach hasn’t changed: “Think about how much risk you can take on and still sleep at night, diversify your portfolio across the globe 
among stocks and bonds, and make sure to rebalance from time to time—those steps should still offer you the best chance for invest-
ment success.”

Cybersecurity Corner
 We’ve been recommending “credit freezes” at the three major credit bureaus for clients without an immediate need for report 
access for well over a year now. As of September 21st, however, there is even less reason to leave your credit score exposed to 
potential fraud. Freezing and Unfreezing your credit is now free in all states. (Connecticut was $10, Massachusetts $5)


